Introduction
Feldman and Widing, 2003) . By contrast, the fast-wind plasma shows no such 43 enhancement, whereas plasma originating on open field regions rooted on the 44 boundary of coronal holes have a FIP bias that ranges between the FIP bias of the 45 slow and fast solar wind. We note that there is yet no broadly agreed theory of the 46 origin of the FIP effect with many proposed theories that differ largely on the invoked 47 physical mechanism. In addition the rapid fall-off in plasma density with height 48 ensures that the ionization equilibrium established in the lower corona and 49 characterized by a temperature, T e , remains "frozen-in" to the plasma for distances 50 beyond 1 -3 R Sun , depending on the atomic element. The ion state populations 1 established at these temperatures can be measured in situ by instruments on spacecraft 2 in the heliosphere e.g. ACE, Ulysses. Temperature estimates based on such 3 measurements show T e ≥ 1.5 MK for the slow wind as opposed to T e ≤ 1.2 MK for 4 the fast component (von Steiger et al., 2001 , Zurbuchen et al., 2002 . In other words, 5 the fast and slow solar wind originate from cold and hot regions of the base of the 6 corona, respectively. 7 8
In this article we examine the AR-associated outflows from an AR-CH complex that 9 crossed the solar disc in the period 3 -18 January 2008 and ask the questions i) what 10 drives them and ii) whether or not these plasma flows contribute to the solar wind. In 11
Section 2 we present a wide range of observations of the AR-CH complex and 12 employ linear force-free modeling to relate the AR upflows to the presence of QSLs.
13
Employing local as well as full-Sun potential-field models we find a high-latitude 14 null-point above one of the ARs and identify the QSLs which contain a separatrix, 15 enabling some of the AR plasma flows to reach the solar wind. In Section 3 we 16 examine the data from the ACE spacecraft for evidence of AR-related plasma in the 17 near-Earth slow solar wind. A Hinode/XRT image for 07 January 2008 at 10:12 UT is shown in Figure 1 . Here, 31 moving from West to East, we can see a section of the quiet corona close to the west 32 limb, followed by a coronal hole labeled CH1. This feature is followed by an AR 33 (NOAA 10980), labeled AR1. A second AR, which remained spotless during its disc 34 passage and therefore was not given a NOAA number (AR2), is located further to the 35 East. It is a small AR since it had a magnetic flux of approximately 1×10 21 Mx and it 36 is separated from AR1 by an interval of quiet corona. AR2 is situated at the 37 northwestern boundary of a second coronal hole (CH2). The outflow region that we 38 discuss in detail below is located at this boundary. Thus, for the interval 2 -18 39 January (CR 2065), CH1 leads AR1 in rotation while CH2 lags AR2. As a result of 40 this configuration, the fast SW outflow from CH1 can, by overtaking and compressing 41 quiet Sun slow wind, create a stream interaction region (SIR1) in the heliosphere. The 42 converse situation, which occurs behind CH1, leads to the creation of a rarefaction 43 region (RF1). Similar structures are created in relation to AR2 and CH2 and are 44 indicated in Figure 1 . Our discussion will focus on the AR2-CH2 boundary, though 45
we also analyze the CH1-AR1 boundary in less detail. a coronal hole (CH1), a rarefaction region (RF1), and two active regions (AR1 and AR2), followed by 3 a second stream interaction region (SIR2), coronal hole (CH2), and rarefaction region (RF2).
5
A Carrington map constructed from meridional strips of STEREO/EUVI-B images is 6 displayed in Figure 2a for the complete CR 2065. The yellow arrow indicates the 7 location of the principal outflow site, which is discussed in detail in Section 2. Thus the outflow region of AR2 (yellow arrow), which we discuss in Section 2.2, will 13 arrive at L1 on the Sun-Earth line of sight behind, i.e. later than, the HCS crossing. 14 Regions of positive (green) and negative (red) open magnetic field are associated with 15 the coronal holes CH2 and CH1, respectively (compare Figures 2a and 2c) . The 16 outflow site observed with EIS is again indicated in Figure 2d where the large area of 17 closed field, shown in blue, is associated with the closed magnetic structures in the 18 streamer belt. 6 7 set of maps is available in the on-line material. The EIS instrument observed the 8 mature, dispersed AR2 at 18:07 UT on 10 January 2008 when it was at disc center. 9
Observations continued for approximately three days until 22:08 UT on 13 January 10 2008. A raster scan using the 2" slit and consisting of 90 pointing positions with 11 exposure time of 25 seconds per position for a total raster time of 37.5 minutes was 12 performed with EIS. The intensity and velocity maps shown in Figure 3 were made 13 from the slit raster observations. The field of view (FoV) is 180" × 512" and covers 14 all of the positive polarity and part of the nearby equatorial CH but does not extend to 15 the leading negative polarity on the western side of the AR. The EIS study included 16 24 wavelength windows containing more than 50 emission lines, however, the signal-17 to-noise (S/N) ratio was insufficient in a large number of weaker lines as the study 18 was designed for rapid cadence observations of AR footpoints. 19 20 EIS data reduction was carried out using standard SolarSoft EIS procedures. Raw data 21
were corrected for dark current, hot, warm and dusty pixels, and cosmic rays. Relative 22 Doppler velocities were determined by fitting a single-Gaussian function to the 23 calibrated spectra in order to obtain the line centre for each spectral profile. A fitted 24 line centre was further corrected by removing instrumental effects including slit tilt 25 and orbital variation. Blueshifts (redshifts) seen in the final velocity maps correspond 26 to negative (positive) Doppler velocity shifts along the line-of-sight. As indicated in 27 Figure 3 , it is clear that the EIS observations show hot-plasma outflows. These are 28 mainly located at a single site on the AR2-CH2 boundary (see Figure 2) . The 29 outflows are variable with line-of-sight velocities in the range 20 -40 km s -1 . There 1 are also significant spatial changes in the extent of the outflow site. 2 3
Coronal jet-related outflows are also seen and two examples are indicated in Figure 3 . 4
These may be due to small-scale flux emergence with subsequent interchange 5 reconnection within CH2, or at the AR2-CH2 boundary. The coronal-hole boundaries 6 also show significant time evolution. A set of three images for the interval 9 -13 7 January is presented in Figure 4 and the corresponding boundary evolution movies are 8
given in the on-line material. CH boundary evolution can contribute to outflows by Figure 5 . Two sample field lines 34 from large low-density and small high-density loops are shown in Figure 5a . Because 35 of the angle between them, the x-components are oppositely directed although the y-36 components remain parallel. The oppositely oriented B x components reconnect 37 resulting in a footpoint exchange between the low-density and high-density field lines.
38
This creates a density gradient in the long loops that leads to an upflow (Baker et al., 
11
and an evacuated upper part, while the reconnected short field line has densities the other way around.
12
The resulting density gradients drive plasma flows upward on the long field line, leading to blue- becomes infinitely large, a QSL is simply a separatrix and the field line mapping is 13 discontinuous (see Démoulin et al., 1996) . In this case a magnetic null point is 14 present (or field lines are tangent to the photosphere The results of a linear force-free field (LFFF) magnetic extrapolation were used to 26 establish the locations of the QSL traces shown in Figure 6 . Although the EIS FoV 27 does not include both polarities of the AR, this is not crucial for an analysis of the 28 AR2 outflows, since the coronal extrapolation is calculated using the full-disc MDI 29 magnetogram closest in time to the relevant EIS observation, and QSLs are defined by 30 the global properties of the magnetic field. The LFFF extrapolation of the coronal 31 field was compared with an EIS Fe XII slot raster image taken at 16:02 UT on 10 32 January 2008. Good agreement between the modeled loops and the real coronal 1 structures of the AR is achieved with α = 3.1×10 −3 Mm −1 (cf. the extrapolations 2 overlaid on a Fe XV image in Figure 6c ). The low α value implies that the AR is 3 weakly sheared. This is confirmed by inspection of larger images containing both 4 polarities. 5 6 Figure 6 shows the photospheric trace of the dominant QSLs with 7 SOHO/Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI) magnetic-field isocontours of 50 G and 8 300 G. The most extended QSL trace is located over the positive polarity of the 9 AR within the EIS FoV. Two other QSL traces are found over the AR's negative 10 polarity, just outside of the EIS FoV. It should be noted that the identification of 11 dominant QSLs is difficult in this case because AR2 is fragmented and dispersed, 12 therefore, creating numerous small QSLs. Only QSLs with Q exceeding a 13 minimum threshold of 10 7 are designated here as dominant. It is noteworthy 14 that the highest value of Q found in our computation is Q ≈ 10 36 . This upper limit 15 is set by the numerical limitations obtained in computations with double precision of 16 the field lines. Such QSLs are so thin that they are expected to behave physically as 17 separatrices.
19
The distorted. Moreover, the photospheric field is forced to be balanced within the 30 computational box that, in this case, is taken as large as 600 Mm in all three spatial 31 directions, so including both AR2 and AR1. The original imbalance in our magnetic-32 field data was approximately 1 G, when uniformly distributed in the above 33 computational box. This implies that the magnetic field computed in weaker field 34 regions, away from the AR, is questionable.
36
Even with the constraints mentioned above, we find a magnetic null point between 37
AR2 and AR1 at a height of about 120 Mm. It is nearly a 2D null, i.e. the field lines 38 in the vicinity of the null point are nearly planar, with a ratio of the smallest to the 39 largest eigenvalue of the field-gradient matrix in the fan is ~ 0.05, meaning that one 40 component of the field is only about 5% of the other one in the fan plane (e.g., Lau, 41 1993, for a study of null points and the definition of the eigen vectors and eigen 42 values). Such types of null have been found previously in several solar configurations 43 (e.g. Mandrini et al., 2006; Luoni et al., 2007) . This implies that the magnetic field 44 remains very weak when going away from the null along one specific direction 45 (defined by the eigenvector of the lowest eigenvalue). This configuration is due to the 46 two nearly parallel magnetic bipoles of AR2 and AR1. A fan separatrix is associated 47 with the null point. The set of orange field lines present in the upper part of Figure  48 7c is indeed drawn in the immediate vicinity of this separatrix. We also verify that Q 49 reaches in this region the highest possible values according to our integration 50 The LFFF model in the previous sub-section was constructed to take account of the 18 weak magnetic shear present in AR2. However, on larger scales the magnetic field is 19 typically closer to a potential field. To establish whether or not the previous high-20 altitude null point is a bias of our LFFF modeling, we compute the nulls in the AR1-21 AR2 complex in the potential approximation. For this modeling, we enlarged our 22 computational box to 1600 Mm in both east -west and north -south directions both 23 to decrease the influence of the lateral boundaries and to remove the flux unbalance 24 (which corresponds to 0.03 G per pixel). 25 26
With this potential field, the null point shifted upwards and West by about 10 Mm, 27
and South by about 56 Mm. This shift is mostly in the direction of the eigenvector 28 with the lowest eigenvalue, as expected (Démoulin, Hénoux, and Mandrini, 1994) . to the source surface, we carry out Potential Field Source Surface (PFSS) modeling of 12 the whole Sun. This global modeling is complementary to our previous more local 13 models since it takes into account the larger scales. The surface-field maps that are 14 used in calculating the PFSS model are sampled from an evolving-flux model, and not 15 from the usual synoptic map. The main difference is that the surface-field is not static 16 when it is not visible form Earth; instead the field is sheared due to the differential 17 rotation, advected poleward due to meridional flows, and undergoes dispersal due to 18 the convective-supergranular motions. The evolving scheme is presented by Schrijver 19 and Title (2001) and the method by which data are inserted into the model is 20 discussed by Schrijver and DeRosa (2003 to the source surface or closing elsewhere on the Sun at a distance. Each of these null 7 points has a separatrix surface associated with it. The intersections of these separatrix 8 surfaces with either the upper (if it reaches the source surface) or lower boundary of 9 the domain are indicated with red lines. AR1 and the eastern-most part of AR2 are 10 under the yellow-colored semi-transparent streamer separatrix surface flanked by the 11 two CHs (Figure 9d ). This separatrix is between open and closed field and is defined 12 from the inversion line present on the source surface at 2.5 R Sun (thick blue line in 13 Figure 10b ). This is identified with the base of the HCS, which is located typically 14 within the Heliospheric Plasma Sheet (HPS Figure 9a shows that AR2, in accordance with the modeling illustrated in Figure 8 , 1 has indeed an associated null point and the separatrix dome (fan surface, colored in 2 green) covers nearly the entire AR2, but for the easternmost part of its following 3 (positive) polarity. This separatrix dome is not entirely under the streamer (Figure 9a,  4 b) and the null point and its spine field line, which extends up to the source surface 5 (see Figure 10a) , are in the "open-field" domain east of the streamer. On the other 6 hand, AR1 seems to be almost fully under the streamer and has no associated null 7 point, but several spine field lines closing on its southwest leading (negative) polarity 8 ( Figure 10a ). 9 10 11 12 The QSL locations and field-line connectivities are important for understanding the 31 outflows that originate in the vicinity of the QSLs and extend into the corona. As 32 shown in Figure 7c, The solar features (ARs, CHs, flows) that we are discussing are indicated on a 19
31
Hinode/XRT image for 10 January ( Figure 12 ) at a time when AR2 and its associated 20 outflow site are at central meridian. The location of the HCS projected radially on the 21
Sun is also shown based on NSO/GONG PFSS computations. In temporal order, AR1 22 crosses central meridian on 7 th January (see Figure 1) , followed by the HCS 23 embedded in the HPS, AR2 with its associated outflow region to the East and finally 24 CH2. About three-four days later than the central meridian passage of AR1, ACE in-25 situ sensors should begin to register plasma of slow SW composition with 26 contributions from the quiet Sun and any outflows associated with AR1. The HPS 27 passage should lead to the detection of material associated with the streamer belt. Then, the HPS should be followed by a plasma of mixed slow wind composition 35 involving streamer belt-related material with a possible contribution from the AR2 36 outflow. Finally the ACE instruments should register fast SW plasma from CH2. We start our description of the data on 9 January with a fast wind associated with 19 CH1. The speed progressively decreases inside a rarefaction region to typical slow 20 SW speed before the HPS (Figure 13 ). After the HPS, a broad peak in plasma velocity 21 is present (around 13 January), well before ACE clearly registers plasma with high-22 speed SW properties coming from CH2. The velocity peak is associated with a 23 similar peak in the proton temperature. This demonstrates that the observed peak in proton temperature is significantly higher 6 than expected from the peak of the observed velocity. We interpret these results as 7 due to the presence of an important outflow, most plausibly coming from AR2 and 8 associated with a significant extra-heating of the plasma. 9 10
The in-situ O 7+ /O 6+ and C 6+ /C 5+ ratios provide another diagnostic of the plasma 11 temperature in the corona, since these ratios are supposed to be fixed values within 12 the SW (because of low collisions at larger distances). The frozen-in height of both is 13 about 1.1 -1.2 R Sun (e.g. Owocki, Holzer, and Hundhausen, 1983). Figure 13 shows 14 that both CH1 and CH2 associated regions have low ratios as expected (dotted line).
15
Higher ratios are associated with the AR1 passage and even larger ones with AR2.
16
Indeed, AR1 is located behind a large streamer region ( Figure 9) ; so, at most the 17 largest scales, which are also typically the coolest, can have a contribution to the SW 18 (by interchange reconnection Because it involves diffusion, such a process requires the storage of the recurrently 18 heated plasma during a period of days to weeks. This is not the case in CHs, and 19 indeed the region associated with CH2 shows such typical value of the fast SW (top 20 panel of Figure 13 ). The diffusive interpretation faces two surprising observations. 21
The region associated with CH1 has a FIP bias comparable to slow SW conditions, as In contrast to AR2, evidence for contribution by AR1 to the SW is sparse since 3 the peaks in the proton temperature and velocity, observed before the HPS, are much 4 weaker than those associated with AR2 ( Figure 13 ). Moreover the FIP bias is 5 comparable to that in the CH1 region. Still, there is a weak increase of the O 7+ /O 6+ 6 and C 6+ /C 5+ ratios compared to the nearby plasma originating from CH1. Therefore, 7 below we analyze coronal data to see whether or not there is any evidence that AR1 8 could be related to plasma outflows. 9 10
We have observed AR1 with EIS in a 24 hour interval from 5 to 6 January, 2008. 11 Figure 14 shows Fe XII 195 Å intensity and velocity for one of the 15 observations. 12
Upflows are seen in both the East and the West of the region, although with much 
6
The frames shown here have been wavelet-cleaned and enhanced to extend the visibility of the coronal In this articlewe make an attempt to provide answers to the following questions: what 27 drives plasma upflows observed in ARs with Hinode/EIS and whether or not these 28 upflows become outflows forming part of the slow solar wind. We analyse a complex 29 of two ARs (AR1 and AR2) flanked by two CHs (CH1 and CH2) of opposite 30 magnetic polarity (Figures 1, 2) emanate from the vicinity of narrow QSLs (Figures 6, 7, and 8) . This indicates that 6 magnetic reconnection along QSLs is involved in these upflows. As a particular case, 7 some QSLs contain a separatrix inside, when the field-line mapping is discontinuous. 8
For the case studied we find a magnetic null point at a height of about 120 Mm above 9 the leading polarity of AR2. This implies that some of the computed QSLs include the 10 separatrix (fan surface) and the spine of the null point. However, these local models 11 can only show QSL locations relatively low in the corona (as they use a Cartesian 12 computational box) and they are unable to tell if some of the outflows seen in the EIS 13 maps would be able to reach the SW or not. 14 15
Therefore, we complement these local, detailed models of the AR topology with a EUV observations. The global PFSS model also shows that AR1 has no associated 39 high-coronal null point and it is practically totally enveloped by the streamer ( Figure  40 10), i.e. we do not find any significant part of AR1 in the open-field domain of CH1.
41
Hence the upflows in AR1 observed by EIS are expected to remain confined in the 42 low corona. 43 44
The modelling employed has its uncertainties (e.g. There is another remarkable difference between SW characteristics associated with 4 the CH1-AR1 and AR2-CH2 interfaces: the former has typical FIP bias, while the 5 latter shows a FIP bias lower than is usually found in fast SW. FIP bias involves 6 diffusion of neutrals across field lines so it requires time to become established. There 7 is a significant age difference between AR1 and AR2, of about one solar rotation; 8 however this cannot explain the very low FIP bias observed, nor the lower He 2+ -H + 9 ratio in the time interval related to AR2. Perhaps the continuous magnetic 10 reconnection at the null-point above AR2, which is releasing plasma from closed AR 11 loops into the solar wind does not allow sufficient time for the FIP bias to be built up. 12 13
The most common magnetic-polarity arrangement of CH-AR complexes is that one 14 or more ARs are flanked by two CHs of opposite magnetic polarity, with the extremes 15 of AR polarities being the same as the CH polarities with which they interface (e.g. 
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